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Abstract. Cylindrical shells exhibit a dense frequency spectrum, especially near the lowest
frequency range. In addition, due to the circumferential symmetry, frequencies occur in pairs.
So, in the vicinity of the lowest natural frequencies, several equal or nearly equal frequencies
may occur, leading to a complex dynamic behavior. So, the aim of the present work is to investigate the dynamic behavior and stability of cylindrical shells under axial forcing with
multiple equal or nearly equal natural frequencies. The shell is modelled using the Donnell
nonlinear shallow shell theory and the discretized equations of motion are obtained by applying the Galerkin method. For this, a modal solution that takes into account the modal interaction among the relevant modes and the influence of their companion modes (modes with
rotational symmetry) which satisfies the boundary and continuity conditions of the shell is derived. Special attention is given to the 1:1:1:1 internal resonance (four interacting modes), a
problem not treated in the technical literature. Solving numerically the governing equations
of motion and using several tools of nonlinear dynamics, a detailed parametric analysis is
conducted to clarify the influence of the internal resonances on the bifurcations, stability
boundaries, nonlinear vibration modes and basin of attraction of the structure.
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INTRODUCTION

Thin-walled cylindrical shells are usually used to withstand axial loads and lateral pressure.
Under these loading conditions they display an unstable post-buckling behavior. It is a wellknown fact that this is due to the phenomenon of modal coupling, particularly the nonlinear
coupling between the basic buckling mode and an axisymmetric mode with twice the number
of waves in the axial direction as the buckling mode [1]. This modal coupling has also shown
to be essential to correctly describe the nonlinear vibrations of cylindrical shells [2-4]. The
consideration of axi-symmetric modes is necessary to describe the inherent in-out asymmetry
observed in the nonlinear vibration and buckling pattern of the shell at large amplitudes. These shells may also exhibit several modes with the same or nearly the same critical loads, leading to a strong nonlinear interaction [5]. So, the development of consistent modal solutions
capable of describing the main modal interactions observed in cylindrical shells has received
much attention in literature. A detailed review of this subject, including more than 350 papers,
was published in 2003 by Amabili and Païdoussis [6].
Cylindrical shells also exhibit a dense frequency spectrum, especially near the lowest frequency range. In addition, due to the circumferential symmetry, frequencies occur in pairs. So,
in the vicinity of the lowest natural frequencies, several equal or nearly equal frequencies may
occur. This closeness is even greater when one considers a static compressive loading. This
may lead to a strong nonlinear interaction among these modes under dynamic conditions, influencing thereby the response and safety of the shell. Although there are many papers on
modal coupling and interaction in the presence of static loads, little is known on their influence on the dynamic stability of thin-walled cylindrical shells. So, when considering the effect
of nonlinearity, there is the possibility of interaction between the different non-linear vibration
modes, which can cause significant changes in the stability boundaries and bifurcation diagrams [7-12]. However, no consistent modal solution taking into account the simultaneous effect of modal coupling plus modal interaction is found in literature [10, 11].
So the aim of the present work is (a) to deduce a consistent modal solution for a shell
where two modes exhibits equal natural frequencies, retaining all modes that appear due to the
nonlinear modal coupling and modal interaction, (b) obtain from this general expression a
precise low order model for large amplitude vibrations, and (c) use this modal solution to
study the nonlinear oscillations and instabilities of these cylindrical shells under axial loads.
This modal solution is obtained by applying perturbation techniques, as suggested previously
by the authors in [12, 13].
2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Shell equations
Consider a perfect thin-walled circular cylindrical shell of radius R, length L, and thickness
h. The shell is assumed to be made of an elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic material with
Young’s modulus E, Poisson ratio  and density . The axial, circumferential and lateral coordinates are denoted by, respectively, x,  and z, and the corresponding displacements on the
shell surface are in turn denoted by u, v, and w, as shown in Figure 1.
The nonlinear equations of motion based on the Von Karmán-Donnell shallow shell theory,
in terms of a stress function F and the transversal displacement w are given by:
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where 1 and 2 are, respectively, the linear viscous damping and the viscoelastic material
damping coefficients, D = E h3/12(1 –  2) is the flexural stiffness of the shell,  0 is the lowest vibration frequency, P(t) is the axial load and 4 is the bi-harmonic operator defined as
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Figure 1: Geometry and displacement field of the cylindrical shell.

The shell is subjected to a harmonic axial load, uniformly applied at the edges, of the form:
P  P0  P1 cos (  f t )

(3)

For a simply-supported shell, the following boundary conditions must be satisfied in the
transversal direction:

w 0,   w L,   0 and M x 0,   M x L,   0

(4)

In the foregoing, the following non-dimensional parameters have been introduced:
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Here PCR = E h2/[R (3-32)1/2] is the classical axial buckling load of the shell [5].
2.2 General solution of the shell displacement field by a perturbation technique
As an example, consider a simply supported cylindrical shell with radius R = 0.2 m,
L = 0.34163 m and h = 0.002 m. The shell material is homogeneous and isotropic with
Young´s modulus E = 210 GPa, Poisson's ratio  = 0.3 and density  = 7850 kg/m³. The vibration modes of simply-supported cylindrical shells exhibit m half-waves in the axial direction and n waves in the circumferential direction. For this geometry the values of the lowest
natural frequencies for modes (m, n) = (1, 5) and (m, N) = (1, 6) are 3799.03 rad/s [13]. So,
this cylindrical shell has two distinct vibration modes with the same natural frequency. In addition, due to the circumferential symmetry, frequencies occur in pairs. This leads to a 1:1:1:1
internal resonance.
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A detailed parametric analysis has shown that a large number of practical cylindrical shell
geometries have four neighbor modes with the same natural frequencies. For the application
of perturbation techniques, the analysis must begin by considering these four interacting
modes as the modal initial solution (seed modes) in the perturbation procedure, i.e. [12, 13]:
W  A111    cos ( n  ) sin m     B111   sin ( n  ) sin m   

(6)

 A2 11    cos ( N  ) sin m     B 2 11   sin ( N  ) sin m   

where N = n+1 and A111(), A211(), B111() and B211() are the time dependent modal amplitudes.
By applying the perturbation procedures, as described in [12, 13], and by considering the
boundary conditions for a simply supported cylindrical shell, Eq. (4), the following modal solution that accounts for the modal coupling and interaction is obtained for the transversal displacement:
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The additional terms in Eq. (7) are due to the quadratic and cubic nonlinearities in the
equations of motion. By retaining in Eq. (7) a sufficient number of terms to achieve convergence up to large vibration amplitudes [12], substituting this approximate expansion into Eq.
(2) and solving analytically the partial differential equation, a consistent solution for the stress
function F is obtained. Finally, by substituting the adopted expansion for the transversal displacement together with the obtained stress function into the Eq. (1) and by applying the
standard Galerkin method, a discretized system of ordinary differential equations of motion is
derived.
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3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The results presented here are for a cylindrical shell made of homogeneous and isotropic
material with E = 210 GPa,  = 0.3 and  = 7850 kg/m³ with dimensions R = 0.2 m,
L = 0.34163 m and h = 0.002 m. The linear viscous damping coefficient, 1, is 0.001 and the
viscoelastic material damping, 2, is 0.0001. It is known from section 2.2 that, for this geometry, the cylindrical shell may display a modal interaction between modes (m, n) = (1, 5) and
(m, N) = (1, 6).
In order to understand the influence of the modal interaction on the nonlinear behavior of
the shell, the three following modal expansions are obtained from Eq. (7):
1. Model 1 - (m, n) = (1, 5)
9 D.O.F – A111( ) + B111() + A502() + A522() + B522() + A113() + B113() + A131()
+ B131().
2. Model 2 - (m, N) = (1, 6)
9 D.O.F – A211() + B211() + A602() + A622() + B622() + A213() + B213() + A231()
+ B231().
3. Model 3 - (m, n) + (m, N) = (1, 5) + (1, 6)
29 D.O.F – A111() + B111() + A211() + B211() + A502() + A522() + B522() +
A622() + B622() + A712() + B712() + A812() + B812() + A113() + B113() + A213()
+ B213() + A131() + B131() + A231() + B231() + A311() + B311() + A411() +
B411() + A321() + B321() + A421() + B421().
Model 1 considers the two vibrations modes with (m, n) = (1, 5) and the associated modes
due to modal coupling. Model 2 is the modal expansion for the two modes with (m, N) =
(1, 6). Model 3 consists of the addition of models 1 and 2 plus the new modes due to their
modal interaction, which are written in bold type.
In this work an axially pre-loaded cylindrical shell is analyzed. The initial pre-load of the
shell is located between the critical static load, 0CR, and the minimum post-critical load min ,
so that a three potential well function is obtained, and, the adopted value of the pre-load is 0
= 0.50. For this load level the shells displays five static solutions: a fundamental, two stable
and two unstable post-critical solutions [5, 13]. Both the principal and secondary instability
regions – which are the most important regions in non-linear dynamic analysis – for modes
(m, n) = (1, 5) and (m, n) = (1, 6), are located in the region f < 2 due to the static pre-load
[13]. Figure 2 displays both the parametric instability (PI) and permanent escape (PE) boundaries for different vibration modes (m, n). As can be observed, other vibration modes also influence the dynamics of the shell in this forcing region. In this figure, only the modes that
influence the instability boundaries are displayed [13].
In Figure 2 the uncoupled modes (m, n) = (1, 5) and (m, n) = (1, 6) interact with modes
(m, n) = (1, 4) and (m, n) = (2, 6) which influence strongly both the parametric instability and
permanent escape boundaries. So, the interaction between modes (m, n) = (1, 4) and
(m, n) = (2, 6) with modes (m, n) = (1, 5) and (m, n) = (1, 6) is considered in Model 1. The
region located below the parametric instability boundary represents combinations of harmonic
load amplitude, 1, and load excitation frequency, f, that lead to trivial solutions. The region
located between the parametric instability boundary and permanent escape boundary, displays
nontrivial solutions within the pre-buckling safe well. This region is limited by the saddle
points associated with the unstable post-critical solutions for the defined load level. The region above the permanent escape boundary, represents combinations of de 1 e f that generate large amplitude cross-well vibrations or small vibrations within a post-buckling well.
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Figure 2: Parametric instability and permanent escape boundaries for different uncoupled modes.

(a) f = 0.70

(b) f = 1.30

(c) f = 1.60

Figure 3: Bifurcation diagrams for (m, n) = (1, 5). 0 = 0.50. Model 1.

(a) f = 0.70

(b) f = 1.30

(c) f = 1.60

Figure 4: Bifurcation diagrams for (m, n) = (1, 6). 0 = 0.50. Model 2.

(a) f = 0.70

(b) f = 1.30

(c) f = 1.60

Figure 5: Bifurcation diagrams for (m, n) = (1, 4). 0 = 0.50. Model 1.
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Figures 3 and 4 display the evolution of bifurcation diagrams for increasing forcing magnitude in the principal instability region using Models 1 and 2, both with 9 d.o.f. Figures 5 and 6
display the evolution of the bifurcation diagrams for vibration modes (m, n) = (1, 4) and (m, n)
= (2, 6).

(a) f = 0.70

(b) f = 1.30

(c) f = 1.60

Figure 6: Bifurcation diagrams for (m, n) = (2, 6). 0 = 0.50. Model 1.

Figure 7: Bifurcations of equilibrium solutions. ― stable solutions and --- unstable solutions.

From Figures 3 to 6 it is possible to observe that the bifurcation diagrams display a complex evolution of stable solutions. For example, if the bifurcation diagrams of four different
models are considered with f = 1.60, Figures 3-6(c), it can be observed that, for the same
load level and forcing frequency (f, 1), trivial, periodic, quasi-periodic and even chaotic
solutions coexist. So, it is important to study the influence of each mode on the bifurcation
scenario.
In all cases the trivial solution becomes unstable due to a subcritical period doubling bifurcation. A typical bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig. 7 where the bifurcation points A, B
and C are identified. Point A represents the parametric instability point. Point B represents the
point where the first saddle-node bifurcation appears. Finally, Point C represents escape from
the pre-buckling well [13]. Points A, B and C for each uncoupled modes are displayed in Figure 2. So, even before the parametric instability boundary is attained, nontrivial solutions may
occur due to the sub-critical period-doubling bifurcations of each uncoupled mode.
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(b) coupled response

(a) basin of attraction

(c) uncoupled response

Figure 8: Basin of attraction and phase portrait. Model 3. 0 = 0.50, 0 = 1.50 and 1 = 0.30.

Figures 8a and 9a display a cross section of the basin of attraction by the plane A111( ) x
A211( ) considering 0 = 0.50, 0 = 1.50 and 1 = 0.30 (Figure 8a) and 1 = 0.50 (Figure 9a).
These basins of attraction were obtained considering Model 3 (coupled model). Observing the
dashed vertical line at 0 = 1.50, it is observed that, before the saddle-node bifurcation of
mode (m, n) = (1, 5) only the trivial solution exists, after the saddle-node bifurcations at least
two solutions coexist, the 2T solution of mode (1, 5) and the trivial solution. After the saddlenode bifurcation of mode (1, 6), at least three solutions coexists, the trivial one, the 2T solution of mode (1, 5) and the 2T solution of mode (1, 6), which are uncoupled solutions. The
cross sections of basins of attraction by the planes A111( ) x A211( ) allows one to observe
new stable coupled solutions which are not possible to identify in the bifurcation diagrams of
uncoupled modes (Figures 3-6). From the phase portraits of Figures 8b and 9b, it is possible
to observe that there are orbits coupling the displacements of classic modes (1, 5) and (1, 6),
which coexists with the uncoupled nontrivial solutions (Figures 8c and 9c). A similar behavior can be observed for 0 = 0.65 in Figure 2 (secondary region of instability) where new solutions arise due to modal interaction between modes (1, 5) and (1, 6).
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(a) basin of attraction

(b) coupled response

(c)uncoupled responses
Figure 9: Basin of attraction and phase portraits. Model 3. 0 = 0.50, 0 = 1.50 and 1 = 0.50.
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CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the influence of the nonlinear interaction among four neighbor modes
with the same natural frequency, leading to a 1:1:1:1 internal resonance, on the stability of a
cylindrical shell under axial load is studied. To model the shell, the Donnell nonlinear shallow
shell theory is used. Based on a perturbation procedure, a general solution for the transversal
displacement field considering the interaction among these modes is obtained which satisfies
the boundary conditions of a simply-supported shell. Precise low dimensional models considering or not the modal interaction are derived and results are compared. The results show that
the modal interaction among these modes with the same or nearly the same natural frequencies, a phenomenon observed in many practical shell geometries, may lead to many unsafe
nonlinear phenomena, such as unstable bifurcations and jumps. Consequently, this must be
considered for a safe shell design in a dynamic environment. Of course, due to the complexity
of the nonlinear shell vibration observed in the present work and the dense frequency spectrum of shell structures, additional research must be conducted to unveil the influence of
modal interaction in the nonlinear shell dynamics. Highly fractal basins of attraction are obtained leading to a high sensitivity to initial conditions and disturbances which may lead to
several jumps between competing solutions, with sudden variations in the shell stress field.
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